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Star wars rebels animation vs clone wars

61 Hello everyone! So I love Star Wars Clone Wars and I love Star Wars Rebels, so why not compare art styles?Left: Rebel Right: Rebel Wars If you like this post, check out the other comparison posts on my page:) Have you missed anyone on this list? I'd like to hear that Iasoka Tanoobi Wan Kenovidalto Maulanakin
Skywalker R2D2C-3POSaw Guerrela Rex Palpatine Yodabai Organalluminera Undulitarkinhondo Ouchihara Marubara Anduri Tarkinhondo 61 Star Wars? Do you want to get amino in Star Wars? Phyniverse 01/01/17 Get more apps from Phyniverse 21 hours ago More featured posts 2 days ago Star Wars: 11 years after
Clone Wars first premiered on Cartoon Network, some of the prequel series not only expanded, but proved to significantly exceed the low expectations of a second tri-part set. During its five-season broadcast, the series received universal ratings and several Emmy Awards. After the sixth season of Netflix, the same
creative team will continue to create the equally beloved animated series Star Wars Rebel. At star wars fever history this week, we've pointed out the best of both series and have to explain why Star Wars Rebels is better than Star Wars: Clone Wars and Vice Versa. Expect some spoilers ahead. Updated on May 19,
2020 by George Chrysostou: Clone Wars is over, meaning it's a great time to go back to the two shows and see some more comparisons of which was actually better. It was better than 15 Clone Wars: the original character's first canon animation show had to do a lot for the Star Wars universe. As well as setting the
standard for what Lucasfilm Animation produces, he had to take charge of the first TV show in the franchise. To get enough content to explore, I had to create a new character. It did a great job of establishing characters like Captain Rex and Aso Catano, later going to make a big impact on the Rebel series.14 Rebel was
better: one of the huge things Rebel could do with the franchise was linking the series to the larger Star Wars franchise. Whether it was Rogue One's chopper cameo or the upcoming rumored link between the show and the Mandalorians. The Clone Wars had to be linked to the film, a show that followed from what
already existed. Meanwhile, the Rebels continue to influence the content Lucasfilm is currently producing. 13. Clone Wars was better: one thing Clone Wars achieved added to the film was actually to expand the meaning of the prequel triangle. Rebel is an adventure going on adjacent to the original series, but Clone
Wars is a big part of the story. not only does it go in great detail,Revenge of the Sith becomes even more tragic, but it also addes to lesser-known characters like Captain Cody and eventually plays directly to Order 66. This completes Anakin's journey even more and plays an even more important role. 12 Rebels was
better: one of the core villains that Clone Wars lacked was the core villain. The show seemed to try various different antagonists, some prominent, while others were soon forgotten at the fast-moving pace of the series. But there are two clear enemies that stand out when looking back at the rebels. Sloan, who has been
the subject of a fantastic series of novels, and the Inquisition featured in other media such as Jedi: Fallen Order. 11 Clone Wars got better: both finale shows' finalees succeeded in a poetic and thrilling send-off for these characters. But it does much better with the impact of the Clone Wars finale and how it links to
revenge of the Sith. No one knows what will happen next for the rebel character, but the end of the Clone Wars means a major turning point in the franchise, where the prequel moves into the territory of the original triangle. After so many seasons of the show, this conclusion felt much more emotionally powerful. 10
Rebels was better: to lighten one thing star wars rebels knew how to do is to use humor and light tone. Sure, comedy didn't win awards and was on the same level as other shows about children's programming, but it helps distinguish it from its predecessor. The characters weren't as tough and serious as the prequel
trinches because they all knew how to lighten up. This helped give each character a much-needed sense of personality and comradeship that was sorely lacking in their predecessors. Sure, the characters quipped in Clone Wars, but it was better to lighten the mood in dark situations than to interact with the characters in
a natural way. 9 Better Than Clone Wars: Impactful Action Lightsaber and Blaster are the two most powerful tools in the Star Wars universe. The rebels used their actions, but felt a little toned down compared to their use in the Clone Wars. The character was wounded, killed by gunshots, stuck in his lightsaber, and far
more died. This made the action much more interesting than it was used in The Rebels. That's not to why the rebels' actions were terrible, but seeing the characters shot and noticed the impact the blasters made gave them an edge in each battle. Also, who wouldn't love watching an army of Jedi fight an army of droids?
8 Rebels was better: a character who had no known fate The biggest drawback of most battles in Clone Wars was the lack of suspense. People knew what was going to happen to all these characters. We know that Anakin will be a dark vader, we know that clones betray the Jedi and drive them closer to extinction, we
know that Obi-Wan and Yoda will not die in any situation they are in because they are doomedWith a new hope and return of the Jedi. When The Canon gives his life to save his crew in Season 4, people were shocked and saddened because we didn't know what was going to happen to him. We created an emotional
attachment to this character and we wanted him to be ok throughout the series. It may be a small detail, but when you don't know what's going to happen, it makes a big difference. 7. Clone Wars was better: Dark storytelling As much as we love the light swashbuckle adventures of the Rebels, we still have to be longer
for the much darker storytelling of Clone Wars. It's not that the Rebels didn't have a dark moment (especially in the second two seasons), but things went down a lot in Clone Wars. Themes that abandon your post for your benefit, the fate of a planet where characters are beheaded, killed almost regularly, and even held
on their shoulders. Sometimes these were the inhabitants of the world, not from empires. There's a lot going on because of something that was initially intended for a young audience. 6 Rebels was better: the sense of adventure Star Wars has always been about a vast alien world and a sense of wonder exploring the
characters that inhabit them. They are participating in a galactic war with fascist empires that want to dominate all universes, but that doesn't stop our heroes from exploring the various worlds of Dagobah and the snowy worlds of Hoth. Clone Wars featured this, but the fact that rebel heroes were helping other cultures in
the Empire gave writers and artists a way to give each planet a sense of story and purpose. When rebel characters were in awe of what they saw, so did the audience. 5. The Clone Wars are better: regardless of the wonders of seeing distant planets, with an emphasis on war, there is a reason why it is called Star Wars.
The rebels eventually joined the resistance, but the actual political dilemmas and battles were on a much smaller scale than those offered by Clone Wars. Clone Wars had big skirmishes and senators tried to get more followers on their side. Everything about Clone Wars is epic and epic, and it makes sense when you're
in the midst of an intersyming war. 4. The Rebels were better: the diverse crew of ghosts, as much as we love characters like Asoka and Rex and his team, it's been hard to obsess over the Jedi and many of the characters since they slowly began to blend in with each other. Compare it to rebel's small, much more
diverse cast of characters. You were a young kid rebellious to Ezra, Canon was a wise and charismatic master, Zeb as a muscle, and the last of his kind, etc. Because of this, this leads to much more interesting character dynamics than a simple quip. 3. Better than Clone Wars: Filler every one of these 20 something
episode series will have some episodes that don't add much to the over-archAnd there to tell some one-off episodes. Both shows are guilty of doing this, but Clone Wars has done a fair job of making them feel like they have an important sense, at least like you had to look at every single one of them to get the big
picture. Does anyone have to re-watch an episode where the chopper is separated and needs to return to the crew? It doesn't add anything or have anything interesting to it. Even the weakest events of Clone Wars felt nothing. 2 Rebels Better: Darth Vader Darth Vader is one of the most iconic characters in pop culture.
Not a single person knows who he is, even if they don't watch a Star Wars movie. So when the Rebels announced that the infamous villain would be competing in a second season, fans were hyped. Not only did James Earl Jones return to the voice vader, but the show knew exactly how much to use him without feeling
like it was being greeted by older fans. The second Vader went up against the Ghost Crew. You knew things were going to get heavy. The most common use was the season 2 finale, in which Vader played against his former apprentice, Asoka. It was made for the most emotional battle in the Star Wars canon since



audiences watched Luke and Darth Vader fight in Return of the Jedi. 1. Clone Wars was better: fleshed out and complex villain Darth Vader is still a great villain, while the rebels' other villains were more one-dimensional in their motives. Because the evil interrogator was evil. They are evil. Not that Clone Wars had this.
See Doucoo and Palpatine. But they slowly began to give some of their villains a much clearer personality and motivation. You had charismatic bounty hunters, datmilian evil witch patriarchy that ruled their male opponents, and more. Even characters like Asaj Ventress were given some depth. After Doucoo tried to kick
her out and kill her, she hatched this elaborate plot to avenge Doucoo. Even Darth Maul, who began as one of the most boring villains Star War has ever introduced, was much more fleshed out in this series. It goes to show how good the creative forces behind Clone Wars were when he made the prequel triangle,
comparing him to George Lucas. Next: The Walking Dead: World Beyond: We Hope to Have Five Characters We Want (&amp;5 We Don't) Next Power Rangers: 5 Ways Mighty Morphin Holds (&amp;5 Ways It Doesn't) Related Topics List The Star Wars Clone Wars
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